Conventional yield-per-recruit (Y/R) and spawning-stock biomass-per-recruit (SSB/R) models make no allowance for spatial heterogeneity in fishing mortality, natural mortality, or growth across the stock area, although variability in these processes can affect model results. For example, areas with higher growth and/or lower natural mortality rates should be fished at a lower rate to maximize Y/R; however, these areas may be especially attractive to fishers and are often fished harder. Here, Y/R and SSB/R models are developed that simultaneously account for spatial heterogeneity in growth and fishing effort. These models are applied to the US Atlantic sea scallop (Placopecten magellanicus) fishery. The spatial variability in growth uses depth-integrated models from the literature and variability in effort is based on, alternatively, uniform, observed, and relative-optimal spatial harvesting distributions. The observed effort patterns are derived from vessel monitoring system positions, and illustrate one application for these widely collected but underutilized spatial data. In this example, the distribution of observed fishing effort reduces Y/R compared with the relative-optimal, or the uniform effort distribution implicitly assumed by conventional Y/R analysis. SSB/R was in some cases considerably higher under the relative-optimal distribution of effort than when calculated using observed or uniform effort patterns. Such more realistic spatially integrated Y/R and SSB/R models can help to evaluate the impact of effort patterns on fishery yield and stock egg production. These models demonstrate that the spatial distribution of effort can be as important as the overall average fishing mortality when managing fisheries to optimize Y/R, SSB/R, and yield.
Introduction
Fishery population models usually assume that both fishing effort and life history attributes such as growth and natural mortality rates do not vary spatially. However, these assumptions are often violated, especially for sedentary stocks where the movement of individuals is limited (Caddy, 1975; Orensanz and Jamieson, 1998; Hart, 2001; Cadrin and Secor, 2009) . Ignoring the impact of these assumptions can distort stock assessment results (Caddy, 1975; Ralston and O'Farrell, 2008; Rassweiler et al., 2012; McGilliard et al., 2014; Okamura et al., 2014) . For example, aggregating data across subpopulations with different life histories or fishing mortalities can reduce the accuracy and precision of stock assessments (Punt, 2003; Hart et al., 2013) .
Spatial heterogeneity in fisheries is caused by a mixture of natural and anthropogenic factors. The natural component is the environmentally or stochastically determined distribution of individuals and their attributes in space. Densities and characteristics of the target animal are influenced by local conditions that are reflective of the quality of their environment (MacCall, 1990) . Heterogeneity in fishing activity can occur either as a direct result of management or as a result of harvesters' attempts to maximize utility, typically by optimizing economic gain. As such, fishing effort reflects the heterogeneity in features of the resource such as density or growth rate as well as socio-economic factors that influence decision-making by fishers such as weather, regulations, the price of fuel, distance to port, and the amount of bycatch in an area (Hilborn and Ledbetter, 1979; Orensanz and Jamieson, 1998; Holland and Sutinen, 2000; Wilen et al., 2002) .
This study examines the effects of spatial variation in individual fish growth and fishing effort on yield-per-recruit (Y/R) and spawning biomass-per-recruit (SSB/R), using the US Atlantic sea scallop (Placopecten magellanicus) fishery as an example. This fishery is highly valuable, with ex-vessel landings worth $467 million in 2013 (NMFS, 2013) . Growth of sea scallops after settlement is a function of local environmental conditions (notably depth), causing substantial spatial variability in length and weight-at-age (MacDonald and Thompson, 1985; Thouzeau et al., 1991; Smith et al., 2001; Hart and Chute, 2009) . While considerable movement does occur during the larval and, to a lesser extent, the juvenile stages, commercial-sized sea scallops (generally at least 100 mm) are sedentary (Caddy, 1972; Hart and Chute, 2004) . The limited movement of adults allows for a clear picture of how the spatial dynamics of the resource and fishing effort interact.
A dramatic example of this is given by the geographic distribution of sea scallop effort in the Elephant Trunk rotational area after it was reopened in 2007 following a 3-year closure ( Figure 1 ). Harvesters first concentrated effort in the shallower areas, where scallops have the fastest growth rates and the largest meat weight at shell height (Hart and Chute, 2009; Hennen and Hart, 2012) . The fleet gradually moved farther offshore as the inshore areas became depleted, and by 2009, their effort became more diffuse as the depletion continued. Scallops at shallow depths were fished earlier, harder, and longer than those in deeper water.
Yield-per-recruit and spawning-stock biomass-per-recruit analyses (Beverton and Holt, 1957; Quinn and Deriso, 1999; Haddon, 2001) calculate the expected contribution to fishery yield or to the spawning-stock biomass from an individual that recruits to the population. These models are used to predict the impact of fishing mortality rates on yield or on the population's spawning potential. Biological reference points estimated from per-recruit models such as F MAX (the fishing mortality that maximizes Y/R) and F 40% (the fishing mortality that results in 40% of the hypothetical spawning biomass-per-recruit under no fishing mortality) are commonly used as management targets or thresholds. Because management actions are often based on reference point estimates, it is critical that these estimates are unbiased by accounting for spatial variations in life history and/or fishing effort. Conventional models do not account for such variations.
A number of studies have examined the effects of spatially variable fishing effort. Many of these concentrated on the special case where there are fishery closed areas, also known as marine protected areas (MPAs) or marine reserves. Such closures are most effective when they protect juveniles, or when fishing mortality is high, and can be sensitive to both larval and adult movement patterns (e.g. Holland, 2003; Hart, 2006; Le Quesne and Codling, 2009; Grüss et al., 2011) .
Spatial variability in environmental conditions (Fogarty and Murawski, 1986; McShane and Naylor, 1995; Punt and Cui, 2000; Smith et al., 2001; Hennen and Hart, 2012) and in the vulnerability of individuals to the fishery (Fogarty and Murawski, 1986; Hart, 2001 Hart, , 2003 can impact per-recruit models. Hart (2001) and Fogarty and Murawski (1986) demonstrated how differential fishing mortality in space can cause overestimation of Y/R, and Hart (2003) showed how spatial rotational management can affect yield-per-recruit and spawning-stock biomass-per-recruit. Wessel and Smith (1996) . This research builds on these studies by developing a method for the systematic integration of spatial life history and fishing effort data to construct spatially explicit Y/R and SSB/R models. Results from these models can then be aggregated into whole-stock means that are analogous to conventional per-recruit output. The use of high-resolution vessel monitoring system (VMS) data allows for the reliable estimation of spatial patterns of fishing effort, while variability in scallop growth can be accurately estimated from previous studies based on depth.
Methods
The purpose of this study is to compare spatially integrated perrecruit models with conventional per-recruit models that do not incorporate spatial processes. To make these comparisons, spatially explicit models are developed and weighted to produce single integrated models that represent a population. The spatial processes that affect Y/R and SSB/R are the growth rate that is determined using depth-integrated von Bertalanffy models and fishing mortality that is based on observed distributions of fishing effort from VMS data. The sections below introduce per-recruit models and then outline the process of adapting the models to attain the spatially averaged versions.
Per-recruit models
Spatially explicit, age-structured, depth-disaggregated per-recruit models were developed for the US Atlantic sea scallop fishery on Georges Bank and in the Mid-Atlantic (see Figure 2 for the model domain). Y/R and SSB/R models are derived similarly using exponential survival of cohorts. In yield-per-recruit models, survival is a function of fishery selectivity at age a (S a ), fishing mortality (F), and natural mortality (M). Numbers are estimated according to exponential survival from recruitment (R) as
where a t is the final age to be considered and a R the age at recruitment to the fishery. Exponential survival is used directly in Baranov's catch equation which, assuming all catch is landed, is
where C N is yield in numbers. Dividing by R and including weight-at-age at depth D (W a,D ) results in the yield-per-recruit Wessel and Smith (1996) . model now in terms of weight (Chen, 1997) :
Recruitment to the model used here occurs at age-2 and the final age considered is 25 (estimates for the maximum age of scallops have been reported between 20 and 29 years; Serchuk et al., 1978; Naidu and Robert, 2006) . Natural mortality is fixed at an instantaneous rate of 0.15 for the Mid-Atlantic and 0.12 for Georges Bank (NEFSC, 2010) . Depth is responsible for the spatial differences in Y/R via the weight-at-age term. Length-at-age (where length refers to scallop shell height in millimetres) is derived from the growth relationship from Hart and Chute (2009) 
whereL a,D is the expected shell height at age a and depth D, L 1 and K are the von Bertalanffy growth parameters, D is the depth in metres, and a 0 and a 1 are the depth coefficients for L 1 and K, respectively. Because absolute age is difficult to determine in sea scallops, Hart and Chute used the Fabens parameterization of the von Bertalanffy model (Fabens, 1965) which does not estimate the t 0 parameter. Based on other studies (e.g. Thouzeau et al., 1991) , t 0 was set at 0.5 on Georges Bank and 0.6 in the Mid-Atlantic. The value of this parameter does not influence the conclusions, since it only affects the estimate of absolute age. Length-at-age is then converted to weight-at-age (weight is the adductor mussel weight in grammes) for a particular depth (W a,D ) according to Hennen and Hart (2012) 
where b 0 is the estimated model intercept, and b 1 and b 2 are the estimated length and depth coefficients, respectively. The parameters used in Equations (2), (3), and (5) are given in Table 1 and the estimated weight-at-age 4 in the model domain is given in Figure 3 .
A similar approach was taken to apply the spawning-stock biomass-per-recruit model
where G a,D is the expected gonad weight-at-age a and depth D. This equation represents the expected cumulative lifetime contribution to stock gonad weight (a proxy for lifetime egg production) for each recruit. Hennen and Hart (2012) also provide an equation for estimating gonad weight as a function of shell height and depth; gonad weight-at-age in grammes at a given depth (G a,D ) iŝ
where g 0 is the estimated model intercept, and g 1 , and g 2 are the estimated length and depth coefficients, respectively (see Table 1 for parameter values). The final component of the per-recruit models is selectivity. It follows a logistic distribution
where S a,D is the selectivity at age a and depth D, and u 1 and u 2 are logistic equation parameters (see Table 1 for parameter values). L a,D can be found using Equation (4).
Effects of effort heterogeneity on Y/R
Predicting how differential patterns in individual growth affect Y/R or SSB/R is intuitive: larger asymptotic sizes cause these values to increase, and faster growth [i.e. a larger Brody growth coefficient K in Equation (4)] increases the fishing mortality F MAX that maximizes Y/R as well as the maximum Y/R and SSB/R. The effects of variability in fishing effort on these quantities are less obvious. As an initial simulation to understand these effects, growth was assumed identical among individuals, while values for fishing mortality were drawn from a lognormal distribution
where F i,s is the fishing mortality for individual i in scenario s, and 1 N(0, s 2 s ). The mean F MAX is 0.42 and the variances (s 2 s ) for the scenarios considered were 0, 0.04, 0.64, and 3.24. The −(s 2 s /2) term corrects for bias incurred when the error term is exponentiated; this ensures that the mean is consistent among the scenarios. A lognormal distribution was used to account for the right-skewed nature of the vulnerability of individuals to fishing mortality. For each scenario, 1000 random numbers with the mean F MAX and the specified standard deviations were drawn from the lognormal distributions, each representing the fishing mortality for 1/1000th of the recruits in the fishery. The realized Y/R was then predicted for each individual within each scenario and the mean Y/R was calculated by averaging over all individuals.
Spatial estimates of fishing mortality
To further explore the effects of spatially heterogeneous effort, spatially explicit distributions of effort were obtained from VMS data that have been used by the US sea scallop fleet since 1998 (Palmer and Wigley, 2009 ). VMS can be used as an enforcement tool, but (4), (5), (7), and (8) Effects of spatial heterogeneity in growth and fishing effort also can serve to estimate fishing effort (Lee et al., 2010) . Since VMS data include vessel activity other than fishing, such as steaming and processing, the time actually fishing was estimated from these data by using records where the vessel speed was between 2 and 5 knots to exclude processing (,2 knots) and steaming (.5 knots). The effort data were then aggregated on a grid with a resolution of 10 min of latitude and longitude for each square. The data records from within each square in the model domain ( Figure 2 ) that are used in the analysis represent the sum of fishing hours where the estimated vessel speed was between 2 and 5 knots.
Per-recruit model scenarios
Various scenarios were developed to evaluate the relationship between local growth, fisher behaviour, and yield-per-recruit ( Table 2 ). The baseline scenario (scenario 1) is a Y/R model that assumes uniform fishing effort and uniform growth. Scenario 2 assumes uniform fishing effort but heterogeneous growth, and scenario 3 heterogeneous fishing effort but uniform growth. Scenario 4 uses the observed distribution of effort together with variability in growth. Scenario 5 assumes relative-optimal fishing effort (see below) with heterogeneous growth. The uniform growth models require a single average depth to represent the population. Because landings govern the contribution of scallops to yield, the landings-weighted mean depth was used for Georges Bank (68 m) and the Mid-Atlantic (54 m). This applied to all scenarios that featured uniform growth.
To develop a single model that reflects the variation in Y/R or SSB/R as a function of both heterogeneity in growth parameters and fishing effort, site-specific Y/R models based on local environmental conditions (i.e. depth) were combined with observed, VMS-derived effort patterns (Figure 4 ). Depth and fishing effort data are aggregated 10 × 10 min squares; the model domain includes 130 squares in the Mid-Atlantic and 71 on Georges Bank. A description of the spatially aggregated Y/R models is given below, but the SSB/R models followed the same process, only using Equation (6) instead of Equation (3). First, Y/R models were constructed at each grid location using local growth parameters. VMS effort data were used to adjust the implemented fishing mortality for each site-specific Y/R model so that it represented each location's contribution to the overall average fishing mortality. The process of developing an integrated Y/R model was carried out through a series of steps (Figure 4 ). † A stock-wide average fishing mortality F f (representing a spatially aggregated fishing mortality target) was chosen from a vector of F-values. F f was equivalent to the average median effort from 2007 to 2009 (E med ) multiplied by a proportionality constant u f : Figure 3 . Weight-at-age for age 4 scallops. Spatial differences are a function of depth, and derived from Hart and Chute (2009) and Hennen and Hart (2012;  see the Methods section). The coastal map is from Wessel and Smith (1996) . where N is the number of locations n. F f is known and u f is needed to adjust effort, so Equation (10) is rearranged to solve for u f :
(11) † Location-specific fishing mortality F n associated with the stockwide average F f could then be calculated by:
(12) † Site-specific (Y/R n ) was calculated from Equation (3) using F n , weight-at-depth [Ŵ a,D ; Equation (5)] at that site, and selectivityat-age and depth [S a,D ; Equation (8)]. † A weighting factor, v n , was calculated using 10 min square landings from 2007 to 2009. The weighting increases the importance of those locations that typically have the most scallops and are fished most heavily, and so contribute more to the Y/R realized by the fishery. These years were chosen because they represent recent harvester dynamics while not relying solely on the last available year of data. Other ranges of years were tested and did not affect the conclusions (see Supplementary material). † Spatially aggregated (Y/R f ) for a given F f is calculated from Equation (3), but accounting for site-specific weighting factors from step 5: For comparison, "relative-optimal" fishing effort scenarios were included for both Y/R and SSB/R models. This means that each location is fished relative to a desired reference point rather than according to the observed effort distribution. For Y/R, the locationspecific F MAX' s are substituted for E med n in Equations (10 -12), so each location is fished at a rate relative to its F MAX rather than relative to the observed effort, and for SSB/R, F 40% was substituted for E med n . For the uniform fishing mortality scenarios, the same fishing mortality was applied to each location; for these scenarios, Equations (10-12) are unnecessary.
To examine the interaction among the fishery and growth processes and selectivity, two selectivity patterns were tested, corresponding to selectivity patterns estimated from the CASA model during a historical period from 1980 to 1997, and a more recent period 2005 to 2009. The differences between these curves reflect changes in industry targeting practices and fishing regulations, most importantly changes in the ring size on scallop dredges that was gradually increased from 7.6 cm in 1994 to 10.2 cm at the end of 2004, causing a shift towards larger scallops in the fishery (NEFSC, 2010) .
All analyses were implemented using R statistical software (R Core Team, 2012).
Results
The initial simulations run with lognormally distributed fishing mortality, but constant growth parameters demonstrate that under these conditions, spatial variability in fishing mortality will always reduce the realized Y/R. This is because the maximum occurs only when all locations are uniformly fished at F MAX . As the variability in fishing effort (the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution) increases, more individuals are fished either well below or well above F MAX , which reduces the stock-wide average yield-per-recruit (Figure 6 ).
For the scenarios that used actual fishing effort data, the models that used uniform or relative-optimal distributions of fishing effort (scenarios 1, 2, 5, and 6; Table 2) had higher Y/R over most fishing mortalities than those that used the observed effort pattern; this difference was sometimes substantial (e.g. Figure 7a and b), but minor in other cases (e.g. Figure 7c and d). F MAX was lower under the observed effort patterns (scenarios 3 and 4), especially on Georges Bank (Figure 7a and b) . Models that used the observed individual (1) an average fishing mortality, F f , is selected from the vector of average fishing mortalities F; (2) fishing mortalities by location (F n ) are derived from observed fishing effort by location (E med n ), scaled by u f so that their mean is F f ; (3) (Y/R f ), the spatially integrated yield-per-recruit, is found by summing the landings-weighted (v) Y/R by location (n) under a particular mean F f , where Y() is the Y/R function; and (4) the steps inside the grey area are repeated for all F to derive Y/R and these are combined to form the spatially integrated Y/R curve.
Effects of spatial heterogeneity in growth and fishing effort growth patterns sometimes attained slightly higher Y/R than their uniform growth counterparts (e.g. Figure 7c and d). Only minimal Y/R gains under a relative-optimal distribution of fishing effort were registered relative to the uniform effort distributions (Figure 7) . The relative-optimal distribution of effort in the Mid-Atlantic (Figure 7c and d) requires a much higher fishing mortality (and thus effort) to reach its maximum Y/R compared with uniform effort, and would likely be an unrealistic way to actually distribute a fishing fleet because the costs of fishing could outweigh the marginal benefits of increased yield-per-recruit.
The observed spatial distribution of harvesters under actual growth patterns (scenario 4) does not optimize Y/R. In particular, while Y/R theory dictates that more effort should occur in areas of slow growth (i.e. the deepest depths in this example), very little fishing activity actually occurs at these depths. Instead, most effort occurs at mid-depths where scallop densities are the highest, and weight-at-age is greater than in deeper water (Figure 8 ). These spatial patterns are persistent: some areas are consistently fished below their location-specific F MAX , while others are consistently fished above F MAX , leading to reductions in overall Y/R (Figure 7) .
Most noticeable in the SSB/R models is the relative-optimal distribution of effort in the Mid-Atlantic (Figure 9c and d) where SSB/R is much higher than in either the uniform or observed effort scenarios. The variable growth models (scenarios 2, 4, and 5) in the Mid-Atlantic had a slightly higher SSB/R, especially at fishing mortalities greater than 0.4 (Figure 9c and d) , but again this finding depends on the landings-averaged depth to represent the population. There were only slight differences among the spawning-stock biomass-per-recruit models on Georges Bank (Figure 9a and b) . Finally, it is evident that the current selectivity pattern used in the scallop fishery offers a higher SSB/R than under the previous selectivity regime (Figure 9 ).
The spatial distribution of fishing effort affected SSB/R more in the Mid-Atlantic than on Georges Bank. Scallopers tend to preferentially target shallower Mid-Atlantic waters, causing a loss in SSB/R Effects of spatial heterogeneity in growth and fishing effort because scallops in these areas have greater gonad weight-at-age, and hence should be fished less to obtain the relative-optimal SSB/R of F 40% there (Figure 9 ). These areas are also disproportionally represented in the calculation of SSB/R employed here because they are weighted more heavily (by higher landings), which induces a further reduction in SSB/R in the models. There was sometimes a substantial difference between Y/R calculated in the uniform and observed effort models (the solid and dashed lines in Figure 7 ), especially on Georges Bank. However, the uniform and observed fishing effort models were more similar for SSB/R, indicating that under these conditions, the classic homogeneous approach to SSB/R is only modestly affected by the observed distribution of fishing effort (Figure 9c and d) .
A direct comparison of the SSB/R plot scales between the Mid-Atlantic and Georges Bank is misleading. The gonad weight data from Hennen and Hart (2012) are obtained from the NEFSC sea scallop survey that typically occurs in early summer. Spring spawns are more common for Mid-Atlantic scallops than on Georges Bank (Schmitzer et al., 1991) , so many of the gonads in the Mid-Atlantic are smaller than those from Georges Bank in early summer because they are recovering from spawning. Thus, gonad weight at shell height tends to be much larger during the early summer on Georges Bank, leading to the scale differences in Figure 9 . While SSB/R is not comparable between the two regions, comparisons of SSB/R within the same region remain valid.
The models implicitly assume that the scallop population and fishery will maintain the same spatial patterns of growth, natural mortality, and fishing effort, as well as the relative distribution of landings (used in the weighted averaging). Effort patterns will change directly as a function of recruitment to the fishery and other natural processes as well as changes in management, such as the opening of access areas (Figure 1) . Variations in the distribution of effort alter the fishing mortalities on the location-specific perrecruit curves, so the uncertainty in the per-recruit estimates is directly linked to the distribution of effort and landings. Suboptimal distributions of effort would be expected in the absence of rigorous spatial management. The shape and difference among the Y/R curve scenarios is also a function of the landings weights and the period over which the weights are derived changes the model, in some cases intensifying the differences among the scenarios. While the amount of difference varied, the trends reported here were consistent (see Supplementary Figures S1 -S4 ).
Discussion
The primary paradigm of fishery science and management has been to identify the stock-wide optimal fishing mortality and set effort levels to match that rate (or somewhat below), under the implicit assumption of spatially uniform fishery and life history processes. The effects of spatial heterogeneity in effort and life histories have generally been neglected or ignored (Caddy, 1975 (Caddy, , 1999 Orensanz and Jamieson, 1998; Booth, 2000; Hart, 2001; Cope and Punt, 2011) . This research demonstrates that the spatial distribution of effort may be as or more important to maximizing Y/R as the spatial mean effort (Figure 7 ). In addition, variability in life history parameters can dramatically alter the magnitude of Y/R and change the value of (the spatial mean) F MAX .
Although locally optimal distributions of fishing effort can considerably increase Y/R and SSB/R (Figures 7 and 9) , the behaviour of fishers is governed by other considerations, primarily to optimize profit. In particular, F MAX is highest in deeper water, and so effort should be greatest in deep water to optimize Y/R. However, scallop harvesters preferentially target faster growing individuals at shallow to intermediate depths (Figures 1 and 8) . Because of the inherent mismatches between the rates of growth and effort, it would be similarly expected that the realized Y/R in most fisheries will be less than that based on a naïve Y/R model calculated under the implicit assumption of uniform fishing mortality and growth.
Although harvesting optimally according to Y/R (scenarios 5 and 6, the dotted lines in Figure 7 ) may not be reasonable because of low returns in high effort areas, driving effort in the direction of location-specific F MAX could be attained through spatial management. This would involve delineating fishing areas according to relatively homogeneous growth zones, and adjusting the allowed fishing effort by zone so as to optimize yield-per-recruit (i.e. higher allowable fishing effort in areas of slower growth; Smith et al., 2001) . The uniform and optimal effort patterns on Georges Bank under historical selectivity and observed growth produce nearly the same Y/R (Figure 7a ). However, both offer better yield-per-recruit than the observed effort pattern, so often even simple policies that simply serve to spread out fishing effort may improve Y/R over no spatial management. Similar considerations could be followed if the goal were to manage a population using an F X% reference point from a spawningstock biomass-per-recruit model. In particular, redistributing fishing effort in the Mid-Atlantic according to the relative-optimal model, where each location was fished relative to its F 40% level, would result in considerable gains in SSB/R. However, the gains on Georges Bank by using the relative-optimal spatial distribution are much smaller; this highlights the complexity of these spatial interactions. Understanding spatial dynamics can be critically important from both a Y/R and SSB/R perspective, and should be considered when using the models to design a management strategy. Hart (2001) demonstrated that variability in fishing mortality, but with constant life history parameters, will result in lower mean Y/R than that predicted by simple theory, except possibly at very high fishing mortality rates, consistent with our results (Figure 6 ). Hart (2001) also found that spatial variability in fishing mortality will always increase the mean SSB/R, again assuming constant life history parameters. Our results in contrast indicate that it is possible for heterogeneity in fishing effort to reduce SSB/R when life history parameters (specifically, growth) also vary ( Figure 9 ). This occurs when fast growing, highly fecund individuals are fished especially hard, as has been observed in the Mid-Atlantic scallop fishery.
Typically, spatial heterogeneity in effort reduces the mean Y/R but increases SSB/R; this always occurs if there is no spatial variation in life history parameters (Hart 2001) . Thus, if the objective was to maximize Y/R, spatial heterogeneity should be reduced so that it corresponds to the variation in life history parameters. On the other hand, if the objective is to increase SSB/R, a more heterogeneous spatial distribution of effort might be encouraged. Closed areas (marine protected areas) represent the most extreme heterogeneity in effort, and always increase the mean SSB/R but decrease Y/R (Hart, 2006) .
Several other studies corroborate our findings that the impacts of spatially varying growth can change the interpretation of the relationship between fishing mortality, and yield-per-recruit and spawningstock biomass-per-recruit. Smith et al. (2001) , and Hennen and Hart (2012) found that scallops at shallower depths have higher Y/R, lower F MAX s, and higher biomass-per-recruit at F MAX because these scallops grow faster and have greater meat yield at shell height, likely due to increased food supply (MacDonald and Thompson, 1985) . Spatial variation in growth and/or fishing effort can also affect Y/R and SSB/R in other shellfish such as clams and abalone (Fogarty and Murawski, 1986; McShane and Naylor, 1995) . All of these studies demonstrate how local environmental processes affect Y/R and SSB/R; these effects may be amplified because they can induce fishers to preferentially target some areas over others, thereby violating the dynamic pool assumption implicit in standard per-recruit models. When this variability is not taken into account, expectations about the impact of removals on the stock will not coincide with actual realizations of the system dynamics and output; this is exemplified by the mismatch of per-recruit curves shown in Figures 7 and 9 .
Most stock assessment models are based on the "dynamic pool" assumption of spatial uniformity in fishing mortality and life history parameters, so discrepancies similar to those observed here with per-recruit models can arise with other assessment methods (Caddy, 1975; Larkin, 1978; Orensanz and Jamieson, 1998; Ralston and O'Farrell, 2008) . For example, Ying et al. (2011) , Guan et al. (2013) , and Kerr et al. (2014) used simulations to examine the consequences of a failure to understand spatial fishing processes, and they all found a tendency to overestimate the resiliency of populations when spatial processes were not considered. Grüss et al. (2011) evaluated this issue in the context of marine reserves and concluded that movement of individuals in space increases a population's vulnerability to the fishery by decreasing the effectiveness of reserves. While these issues will be more apparent in sedentary species, they will exist in any population where the probability of capture for individuals is not uniform. Since most fish stocks are characterized by some degree of spatial structure, equal probability of capture is unlikely (Paloheimo and Dickie, 1964; Hilborn and Walters, 1987) .
Changes in selectivity altered the shape and magnitude of the per-recruit curves, but the general qualitative conclusions regarding the effects of spatial heterogeneity are supported under both selectivity regimes. The yield-per-recruit models accounting for variable growth and fishing mortality were spatially weighted by landings, although other options, such as weighting by survey abundance or survey biomass, were available. Survey-related weights, however, have a potential for bias. In areas of low fishing mortality, there is a higher probability that a recruit will be encountered by the survey because there is less of a likelihood it has been removed by the fishery; conversely, in areas of high fishing mortality, there is a lower probability that a recruit will be encountered by the survey (Hart, 2001) . As such, a Y/R model using this weighting scheme may be weighted too heavily where fishing effort is below average.
To make predictions of fishing mortality and thus, expected Y/R and SSB/R, a linear relationship between fishing mortality and effort was assumed. While this is often a good approximation, there are instances where this relationship breaks down (Addison and Bannister, 1998) . However, even if this relationship was nonlinear for the US scallop fishery, it is unlikely to alter the general conclusions regarding the effects of spatial variability in fishing mortality on per-recruit calculations. To moderate the effects of variable fishing effort and negate our conclusions, effort efficiency (catchability) would need to be higher in areas of low abundance and lower in areas of high abundance. However, we saw no evidence for such a phenomenon in the US sea scallop fishery, and it would be unlikely to occur in other fisheries as well.
Another assumption that is made is that the speed-filtered VMS data reasonably approximate actual fishing effort (i.e. time the dredge is on the bottom). There are undoubtedly more accurate estimation methods, but they would induce only modest changes in the spatial effort estimates and not affect our general results.
Similarly, the VMS data used in the analysis ranged from 2007 to 2009. The choice of years had a minor effect on the Y/R quantities, and does not change the overall conclusions (Supplementary Figures S1 and S2 use VMS data and landings weightings from 2005 . The VMS data were spatially averaged (10-min squares), so it was impossible to resolve processes that occur at smaller scales. Thus, perhaps the full impact of spatial variability is underestimated.
This study emphasizes the importance of spatial management in two ways. First, it demonstrates that spatial patterns in individual growth and/or fishing effort may considerably alter Y/R and SSB/ R calculations, so that they can be very different from estimates that ignore these effects. Variations in other life history parameters such as natural mortality were not investigated, but may also vary spatially and would likely similarly affect per-recruit calculations. Because per-recruit curves are non-linear, spatial averages of input parameters such as growth and fishing mortality are not sufficient to accurately calculate the mean Y/R and SSB/R. Second, our work shows that fishing effort patterns may be far from optimal in the absence of spatial regulation, so that spatial management that matches fishing effort levels with the local characteristics of the population is required to optimize Y/R or SSB/R. Lacking such regulations, non-spatial estimates of Y/R will typically be biased high, which may lead to overly optimistic estimates of potential yield. Understanding the spatial structure of both the fishery and the population is necessary for effective management and assessment of fisheries.
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